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Coated thread generates electricity

Glothes power up thanks to nanowires
Researchers in the US have invented
a yain that can generate electricity
simplyby beingbert or twisted.
Clothes made fiom the fabric could
generate enough electricity to po\i,'er
a mobile phone or iPod, the scientists
say.

ZhongLinWangand colleagues at
the Atlanta Institute ofTechnology in
ceorgia exploited the piezoelectric
properties ofzinc oxide (Zno), which
generates a small pulse of elect.ical
energy when bent or twisted.

By placingathread ofthe carbon
fibre material Kevlar into a solution
containingzinc ald oxide ions, the
researchers covered the Kevlar in tiny
nanowires ofzinc oxide, eachwire
growing laterally from the central -

carbon core so that the final structure
resembled a microscopic bottle
brush. The naaowires arc betlceen
100 and 200nm in diameter and a few
micrometres long.

The researchers then grew a
second'botde brush' and coated
it with gold. They intedwined the
two threads and showed that ifthe

threads are moved relative to each
'other the fiiction causes the crystals
to bend, generatingelectricity. The
gold-coated thread car es awaythe
electricity, which could be storcd
orused to power small electronic
devices.

Wang and his colleagues made a
tiny patch of fabric using six such
threads to show that the system
could potentiallybe scaled up.'We
think we 6ould get 80 milliwatts of
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electrical power from a square metre
of fabric,' wangtold Cft enistry World.
'That's enough to power a cellphone
or an iPod, or the power could be
accumulated and stored for lateruse.'
Clothes made from such a fibre need
notbe expensive, wang added.'The
technique for $owingthe nanowires
onthe fibre is cheap and it was done
bychemical sy,nthesis at 70"C,'he
said. 'More importandy, zno is a
biocompatible and biosafe material.'

Steve Beeby, an energy-scavenging
expert fr om the University of
Southampton, UK, tol d Chemistry
World that while fabricating the
nanowires and showing that
they genemte elecft icitywas an
impressive feat, there were still
practical hurdles to overcome. 'The

robustness of such nanostructures for
the longterm genemtion ofenergy
in the envisaged applications will
always be aconcern,'he said.
'I feel itwill be some time before
the predicted power output is
achieved.
SimonHedliwon mf,

Silver hexacyanocobaltate gets shorter and fatter on heating

Grystal shows colossal expansion
A super-stretchy crystal could
help to develop improved coatings
for satellites facing the extreme
tempenture variations of space,
according to UK scientists.

Andrew Goodwin from the
Universily of Cambridge and
colleagues from the universities of
Cambridge, oxford, Durham and the
Rutherford Appleton Laboratory
investigated the behaviour of
silver(r) hexacyanocobaltate(ut),
Ag3[Co(CN)6], across a rarge
of temperatures using neutron
scattering and x-ray diffraction.

The team found that heating
the crystals made them expand
massivelyin one direction, while
shrinking in the other. The effect
was much greater than observed in
other crystalline materials.

The key to the effett lay in the
crystal's unusual lattice structure,
Goodwin told Cheml stry world-

nvithin the crystal, cobalt transition
metal cenftes are connectedbylong,
flexible linkages, so they can movb
relatively easily,' he explained.

Sandwiched between these cobalt
layers lie silver ions in the same
plane. These ions are weakly bound
together due to aphenomenon
called the argentophilic effect: a
loose, non-covalent interaction
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resulting fr om peculiarities of
the silver ion's electron cloud.
'Ordinarily this association between
tl,te silver ions would be so weak that
itwould not affectthe properties '

of a mate al,' Goodwin said. 'But

because the bonds between the
cobalt centres are so long and
flexible, when the material is heated
the silver ions move apart, which
flexes the lattice.'This causes the
crystal tdextend laterally and
collapse vertically.

Goodwin said his team has found
other rclated materials that show
similar prcperties. 'These appear
to be quite general propefties that
shouldbe easyto tailor,'he added.
Such compounds couldbe used to
coat optical instruments on satellites,
counteracting their shape changes
when they are subjected to extreme
heatandcold.
Simon Hadllngton
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